GENERAL DETAILS
FRONT BASES FURNISHED 72" LONG
EJECTOR TO CUT AS REQUIRED

WARNING
WOOD SCREWS BY EJECTOR MUST HAVE A MIN
PULLOUT VALUE OF 120#, AND FLOOR ANCHORS
MUST HAVE A PULLOUT VALUE OF 150# MIN.

16 GA.
LOCATE FRAME
WOOD SCREW
BY EJECTOR
1/4" x 2" x 4" WOOD
BLOCK SUPPLIED
AND ANCHORED BY
EJECTOR
FLOOR FITTING
BY EJECTOR
1 3/4" 2 1/16"
14 GA.
FRONT BASE

#10-24 x 1 1/2"
SLOTTED TRUSS HD.
MACHINE SCREW
AND KEP NUT
14 GAUGE END AND
INTERMEDIATE BASE
14 GAUGE SPLICE ANGLE

14 GA.
FRONT BASE

#10-24 x 1 1/2"
SLOTTED TRUSS HD.
MACHINE SCREW
AND KEP NUT

END BASES
ANCHORED TO FLOOR
2 PLACES EA. BASE.
SPlice AT EA.
INTERM. JOINT
ANCHOR BASE TO FLOOR ON 30" CTRS.
ANCHOR LOCKERS TO BASE ON 30" CTRS.
PARTIAL PLAN VIEW OF "Z" BASE

LOCKS ANCHORED TO BASE ON 24" CTRS MAX.
(SEE DETAIL "A")
BASE ANCHORED ON 24" CTRS MAX.
(SEE DETAIL "B")
LOCATE INTERM. ON 72" CTRS MAX.

"Z" BASE ASSEMBLY
FOR DOUBLE ROW LOCKERS

PARTIAL PLAN VIEW OF "Z" BASE

"Z" BASE ASSEMBLY
FOR SINGLE ROW LOCKERS